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That pesky activist shareholder demands it. Your board mandates you to realize 
it. And your executive team turns to you for the marching orders.

“It” is that “hidden value” that you must now “unlock” from the depths of your 
balance sheet. The first place everybody looks is where there is an attributable 
number - that “non-core” business line, the under-utilized production plant or the 
undeveloped real estate.

But what about intangible assets that don’t show up in the numbers?

FINDING THE FREE MONEY
Remember that off-take agreement a customer never honored or the licensing 
contract the partner failed to fulfill? Or maybe those written-off receivables 
against a state-owned enterprise or the suspected patent infringement by a 
large-cap competitor? Or that business you just bought that already appears to 
be in breach of a representation clause?

Balance sheets can be littered with such “free money” opportunities in the 
form of broken contracts, potential damage claims, unclaimed judgments 
and written-off receivables. These opportunities are easy to ignore: they can 
be expensive to pursue, have binary outcomes and unclear probabilities of 
success.

A CFO or General Counsel can be forgiven for not risking his career on an 
uncertain foray into an international arbitration. It is far from clear that the 
expected value of a single legal dispute exceeds a company’s cost of capital. 
So what now?

ENTER DISPUTE FINANCE
The path to value realization starts with an outside perspective. Options abound 
- if you know where to look. 
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Engage a dispute finance advisor to 

help identify “hidden value” in legal 

claims.
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It is often helpful to engage a dispute finance advisor to identify potential claims, 
disputes and recovery opportunities, and to gauge which would be the most likely to 
attract external capital.

Niche alternative capital providers focused on disputes - commonly known by the 
rather limiting term “litigation funders” - have grown rapidly in the past decade, 
offering dispute finance to claimants around the world. These investors pool all kinds 
of disputes into diversified portfolios to mitigate their binary risk profiles, which in turn 
allows them to offer financing to claimants at attractive levels.

For the more esoteric assets, there are structured solutions and creative hedge funds 
interested in sharing risk. Capital and competition continues to pour into the dispute 
finance space - despite some recent negative headlines about accounting practices - 
which should ensure an attractive cost of capital to claimants.

HOW DISPUTE FINANCE WORKS
Generally speaking, dispute finance providers can offer a claimant funding to pursue 
a dispute in return for a share of the gross recoveries. Such funding evens the playing 
field between parties to a dispute and allows a claim to proceed on its merits - often 
leading to faster resolution through settlement.

Dispute financiers can either fund your claim directly, or by providing portfolio funding 
to a law firm that may then risk some of their fees by taking up your case. Some 
dispute financiers may also provide adverse cost cover - insurance to cover the costs 
of the other side if you lose, depending on your jurisdiction.

FINDING THE RIGHT DISPUTE FINANCIER
So you have identified a claim (or portfolio of claims) you would like to pursue, you’ve 
retained outside counsel to review the merits and it is looking good. You’ve googled 
“dispute finance”, “litigation funding” and iterations thereof enough times to tell who 
spends the most on Google AdWords. Now what?

Like in any industry, dispute finance providers are unique, each with their own core 
competencies, funding structures, jurisdictional preferences and costs of capital. 
And the industry is growing and evolving rapidly, with new players entering the fray 
every year. Finding the best fit at the right terms poses a challenge and can be a 
significant effort. This is where retaining a good dispute finance advisor can make a 
big difference.

BEST FIT AT THE RIGHT TERMS
You won’t have to pay a thing up front, so what does it matter what dispute funder you 
pick? If you care about under what terms your claim is financed and how much you 
ultimately may recover in a victory, it matters a lot. Fee schedules vary wildly across 
dispute funders, from simple multiples on costs or committed capital to percentages 
of gross recovery to complex combinations of the two.

But there is more to it than just recovery: Is adverse cost cover included in the funder’s 
offer, or do you have to find it yourself? Is the funder really committed to your case, 
or can they pull out at any moment? Does the funder offer other complementary 
expertise or services that could help you along the way?

Perhaps the most important question to ask is, who is the dispute financier’s true 
client? Is the funder in the business of making your counsel rich, or you?

The make-up of a funder’s existing portfolio and its deal investment strategy could 
give you a good indication of their priorities.

Is the funder in the business of 

making lawyers rich, or you?
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Gian Kull has over a decade of experience as an investor in distressed assets, 
including debt claims, private equity and litigation situations. Previously, Gian 
was the Director of Sourcing for VALTEGRA, a European turnaround private 
equity fund. Between 2011 and 2014 he was at Brigade Capital Management 
in Zurich, where he sourced and invested in distressed debt opportunities 
across Europe. Gian started his career at Merrill Lynch as an equity research 
analyst covering multinational banks. Gian holds a BS in Foreign Service 
from Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service where he studied 
international political economy and international business.

Would you like to learn more on how to uncover the hidden value in your 
balance sheet? Or share your views on this article? Please write to Gian today 
at gk@mpag.com, or call him at +41 44 500 4556.

SELECTING A FUNDER AND FIDUCIARY DUTY
Bringing on a dispute finance provider is like selecting a joint-venture partner 
or a new bank relationship. You want dependability and strength of relationship 
at competitive terms. The process of obtaining dispute finance should be no 
different than raising bank debt, equity capital or selling a business unit.

Often, your external counsel may have a close relationship - or even a dedicated 
funding line - with a dispute finance provider and may push you in that direction. 
Many claimants go this route - if your counsel trusts them, why shouldn’t you?

One should consider the underlying incentives. Who would be paying whom? Is 
your counsel fulfilling their fiduciary duty by advising you to select a particular 
provider with no basis for comparison? Perhaps even one that funds their firm? 
A dispute finance advisor can help you sidestep these conflicts of interest and 
find the capital most suited to realizing value from the trickiest assets on your 
balance sheet.



LEGAL INFORMATION
This communication is from Multiplicity Partners AG (“MPAG”) and is for 
information purposes only. The information contained inthis communication, 
including any attachment or enclosure, is intended only for the person or 
entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential, privileged and/or 
insider material. Any unauthorized use, review, retransmissions, dissemination, 
copying or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon this information 
by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you 
received this in error, please contact the sender and delete or shred the material 
immediately.This communication does not and is not intended to constitute 
investment advice or an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any 
financial instrument or as an official confirmation of any transaction. No partner 
of MPAG gives any warranty as to the security, accuracy or completeness of this 
communication after it is sent or published. MPAG accepts no responsibility 
for changes made to this communication after it was sent or published. Any 
liability for viruses distributed via electronic media is excluded to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. Any opinion expressed in this communication may be 
personal to the sender and may not necessarily reflect the opinion of MPAG or 
any of their respective partners.
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CONTACT
Multiplicity Partners AG 
Bodmerstrasse 5
8002 Zurich
Switzerland

+41 44 500 45 50
info@mpag.com
www.mpag.com

ABOUT MULTIPLICITY PARTNERS 
Multiplicity Partners is an investment boutique specialized in providing liquidity 
to holders of private market funds and distressed assets. 

The firm also offers a range of governance and advisory solutions across 
alternative assets.Since 2010 Multiplicity Partners has been active in the 
secondary market for illiquid anddistressed assets, as buy-and sell-side 
advisor, investment manager and principal investor. The team has successfully 
completed dozens of transactions across a wide range of illiquid and complex 
financial assets and established a global network of industry contacts. Each 
partner contributes more than 16 years of relevant experience that give us the 
collective capabilities to effectively identify, analyse and execute attractive 
investment opportunities in hard-to-value assets.

Multiplicity Partners was founded in 2010 and is based in Zurich, Switzerland.

For enquiries: 
Gian Kull

ah@mpag.com
+41 44 500 4556


